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 “Giving without expecting anything in return can be likened 
to the service of the Divine Mother when she gave us the 

wonderful gifts of nature.” 
 

Swamiji 
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 Satsang with Swamiji 
Shakti  

 
hat is the primeval 
force that motivates 
the universe? What 

existed at the beginning of time? A 
divine vibration, a tremendous, 
indescribable force. In the ancient 
Sanskrit language, it was called shakti. 
Later on, people called this power 
‘Divine Mother’ and gave it many 
different names, because all in 
existence has come from it. 
 
There are extraordinary vibrations in 
the elements also. Hindu scriptures 
refer to water as Ganga Devi and the 
River Ganges as Mother Water. They 
call the earth Bhumi Devi, the Mother 
Earth, and fire is known as Agni Devi, 
Mother Fire. That from which all life 
emanates is called Mother by the 
Hindus. As the early people 
developed, they worshipped the earth, 
the rivers, seas and fire and referred 
to them as Mother Goddesses.  
 
If you go beyond the name and forget 

the form, then that pure force is shakti.  
 
Now imagine me, Swamiji. Take away my name and form and think I have no name and no body, 
but still there is a consciousness, an extraordinary living vibration. That is shakti. That is Mother. 
You must train yourself to understand and perceive shakti, the divine force. Most people will 
perceive zero, nothing, because they cannot think beyond name and form.  
 
Hindus worship fire through yagams, fire ceremonies. We understand the purifying force of 
water through abhishekams, ceremonies of ritual bathing of the forms of the Gods. We worship 

W 
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Mother Earth through meditation. Different types of 
electricity, divine currents and vibrations run through 
the Earth. Likewise, the same forces run through our 
bodies during meditation.  
 
During meditation the ancient peoples repeated Aum, 
the sacred syllable representing the primordial sound of 
creation. Just as this force is called ādi parāshakti (the 
original supreme energy), it is also called Aum shakti. When one repeats Aum inwardly or 
outwardly it arouses the shakti known as kundalini within our bodies. This energy rests at the 
base of the spine. By repeating Aum with true feeling and concentration, we can arouse the 
divine forces in our bodies and bring them up towards the crown of the head. This process 
should be done carefully and only with the guidance of a genuine master. By continuing sincere 
spiritual practice in this way, the sound and extraordinary vibration of Aum will mingle with the 
blood in our bodies. Through the slow breathing necessary to perform Aumkar (chanting of 
Aum), Divinity circulates with the blood throughout the body. It comes to the heart and makes 
it beat with a divine vibration. Aum should circulate inside you. That is why you should not rush 
when chanting Aum. The deep and long breath in between the verbal chanting of Aum is of 
most importance.  
 
Remember that every concept in existence is contained in the primeval force of shakti. She is 
everything, and she can do everything for you. You have nothing to fear or to worry about if 
you worship the Mother force. Mother always does her motherly work, even more so than a 
human mother.  
 

Worship the whole world as Mother by serving her and all her dear children. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

“By repeating Aum with true 
feeling and concentration, we 
can arouse the divine forces in 
our bodies and bring them up 

towards the crown of the 
head.” 
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BHUMI SHAKTI 

The 
International Premananda 

Conference 2019 
 

Highlights of DAY 2– Blossoming Day 
 

Silent walk and meditation in nature 
 

 
 
 
 
In order to truly feel respect for Mother Earth we should first get to know her by our own 
experience. This programme was designed for us to learn how we might improve our 
connection with the natural world. Silence has the power to reveal things we have never before 
seen or sensed, both around us and within us. This silent walk and meditation addressed both 
of these aspects and many of the participants afterwards said that they had indeed experienced 
something special. 
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The Key Is Within You 
- Speech by an Ashram resident 

 
Namaskaram to everyone… and this means, “I worship the higher Self within each of you.”  
 
This is a conference about Mother Earth and that means it’s also about us. If we could just 
understand ourselves better we would be more connected to this planet Earth and to all the other 
natural kingdoms that live on it.  
 
People have given our planet names such as Earth, Gaia, Gea, Demeter, Cibels, Panchamama, 
Terra, Bhumi Devi, to name just a few. These names – which since the beginning of time different 
civilizations have given this planet – show that they recognized her as a mother goddess, an 
intelligent organism of giving, of nurturing, of fertility and compassion, an intelligent organism that 
is also connected with other planets and stars.  
 
The Source from which we all originate, gave us a beautiful planet so that we can experiment with 
life, so that we can experience life in different ways and develop and grow in knowledge. Neither 
this planet nor our bodies belong to us. But this is something that over time we have forgotten.  
 
The time has now come when we need to remember what was once forgotten. Once, when 
Swamiji appeared a little sad and upset, he said: “You have all forgotten everything; I never forget 
anything, I always remember everything.” There are different levels at which we can understand these 
words, each of us according to our own state of mind. This was important information for me 
that took time to assimilate…the solution was to go back to the Source.  
 
And how can we remember how to go back to the Source? By connecting to our Higher Self that 
knows everything, that never forgets anything because it is connected to the Source. Only by going 
deep inside can we connect with our Higher Self and lift the veil of our ignorance. Swamiji’s so 
familiar phrase is “The key is within you.” This key inside of us opens the door to that dimension 
where we can find eternal happiness and true wisdom. 
 
Swamiji told us that during his first meditations he went within, inside his body. He didn’t go 
anywhere far away, just within. During one such meditation he tried to understand his inner organs 
and circulatory systems, like the circulation of blood in his body. He looked until he could really 
see all the parts of his body with his inner eyes. At another time he also said that if he mentally 
went inside his body he could repair it. Later, I learned that by visualizing our inner organs in this 
way, and loving them, we have the power to cure ourselves of all kinds of diseases.  
 
Has anyone here seen the movie, “Eat, Pray, Love”?  It’s about a woman, played by Julia Roberts, 
searching for a deeper, more spiritual aspect to life. At one stage she meets an old sage who gives 
her the advice to “just smile at your liver.” I wonder… how many people know exactly where 
their pancreas is, or their liver?  How many people say hello to their foot, or stomach, or thymus 
gland? If we want to connect with this planet, with this universe, we first need to get to know and 
understand our inner organs through loving them. If our organs are in a perfect state and feel 
loved it means that we are also ready for more.  
 
In thinking about Swamiji’s words and trying to better understand his message, I began finding 
some practical methods to help me to connect with my organs and regain my health. It’s only with 
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practice that we can gain experience and find the key that opens the door which will then lead to 
the bridge that connects us to the rest of this vast universe of consciousness, a consciousness 
where we are all one. One with one another, with this amazing planet and with all the animal and 
plant species and matter that live on it and in it.  
 
To finish, I would like to share an experience that may throw some light on what I really want to 
convey to you all.  
 
It was evening. I was sitting on the front steps of what is today Swamiji’s house, facing the gardens 
– but back in those days it was the Ashram office. I was waiting for some people who had just 
come back from seeing Swamiji in Cuddalore. Like usual, they were sure to have some news from 
Swamiji. As for myself, I had a transcendental question in mind – “How could I see this universe 
with different eyes?” One of the people who came from Cuddalore had brought some vibhuti 
from Swamiji to share with everyone. Without moving from the place where I was sitting, I took 
the vibhuti and put just a pinch of it on my tongue. That tiny bit of vibhuti was enough to transport 
me to another way of seeing and feeling. I noticed a golden beetle passing in front of my feet. Even 
though it was small my eyes were seeing this little insect magnified and this was not my imagination. 
The love I began to feel for this tiny animal was far beyond my comprehension, it was definitely 
not coming from me. Tears began to flood my eyes and then I heard Swamiji’s voice: “If I have so 
much love for this diminutive insect, then imagine how much love I can feel for you all.” 
 
If we could love this planet with just a fraction of the love Swamiji had for this beetle, we would 
never again cause any harm whatsoever to this planet and to all the beings that live on her. 

 
Jai Prema Shanti 

 

 

Mother Earth Game 
For this game participants were divided into seven teams and some others were selected to 
form a jury.  Besides general knowledge, this particular game also called for a bit of artistic and 
writing skill.  
 
Each team was given an envelope with specific assignments – such as creating a song and dance 
about Mother Earth,  bringing a leaf from a plant or tree associated with the energetic qualities 
of a particular planet, knowing with what emotion, colour, planet and element each organ of 
the body is associated, drawing a portrayal of Mother Earth – and the winning team was to be 
selected based on the correctness of their answers and the originality of how the tasks were 
performed, as well as on the time it took to complete them. 
 
It was astonishing to see with how much creativity each group carried out these different tasks 
in such a short span of time. It was all lighthearted fun and, at the finish, a winner was announced 
and a small gift given to all those who had participated. 
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Designing a logo and finding a name for the group 

Artistic portrayal of Mother Earth 

Each team received written assignments 
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How Sri Premananda Centres and Groups Can 
Have a Positive Impact on Mother Earth and 

All Beings 
(Speech by Dhanalakshmi and Kasturirangan, International Centre Coordinators) 

 
 

Gurur Brahmaa Gurur Vishnu Gururdevor Maheshwaraha 
Gurur Saakshaat Parabrahmaa Tasmai Sri Gurave Namaha. 

 
Dear Brothers and Sisters in Spirituality! 
 
We are very happy today to be here together with you all at this conference. This conference 
is an opportunity for us to become more aware of the importance of Mother Earth, to celebrate 
her and express our gratitude to her who fully supports and sustains us. We asked ourselves 
what kind of positive impact we – as coordinators and devotees of Swami Premananda – are 
making, and could make, on Mother Earth and all beings. To answer this question, we might 
start by first asking ourselves another question: why did Swamiji create centres and groups all 
over the world?  
 
This is something that should make us all stop and think… 
 
We can reflect on this question by remembering him, by recalling his life and remembering what 
he did and the way in which he did it. Swamiji’s wish was to make us happy and this he succeeded 
– and is still succeeding – in doing. He was always telling us that the world would never make 
us really happy and that it was only spirituality which could bring us true and lasting joy.  
 
And how often did he not remind us that the Divine is right here within our own hearts, but 
that we have forgotten this because we are lost, caught up in the worldly life.   

Creating a song and dance about Mother Earth 
h 
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What did Swami Premananda do during his lifetime?  We know that he performed pujas and 
abhishekams, that he took care of many destitute children and that he cared for plants and 
trees. He manifested Lingams which he gave to devotees and sent around the world. And, of 
course, from a barren land, he also created this beautiful Ashram for the benefit of everyone. 
His body lived for many years in prison, where there too he was always smiling, happy to offer 
his teachings, happy to help those in prison as well as continuing to help people from all parts 
of the world. He also gave us beautiful satsangs. Not necessarily those that gratified our minds, 
but simple yet profound satsangs that touched our hearts and nourished our souls.  
 
He taught us so many things. And how did he teach us? He taught us by example. He taught us 
by giving us responsibilities. He taught us through incredible dramas. He taught us through love 
and care.  
 
Swamiji did all of this and there is no doubt that he is still doing all these things today and will 
continue to do so. We think that everyone here will surely agree that Swamiji makes us happy, 
and he does this by radiating divine love and divine bliss – prema and ananda.  
 
We are all very fortunate, very blessed, to have met Swami Premananda. Some of us met him 
when he was in his body and others after he had left his body, but exactly when we met him 
doesn’t matter. What matters is that we met him. And we won’t have met Swami Premananda 
simply by chance!  
 
Swami Premananda created this beautiful Ashram for the benefit of everyone, as he also created 
Sri Premananda Centres and Groups for the good of all. In a Centre letter he once wrote that 
the Centres should be like the Ashram and the coordinators like Swami Premananda. What 
does this mean? Among other things, it means that divine energy radiates in the Centres and 
Groups. Swamiji asked us to place a chair for him and assured us that he would always be 
present during the programmes. He gave Mahashivaratri Lingams, which are pure divine energy, 
to these Centres and Groups. He also gave the Centres very powerful statues, and one of our 
duties is to take good care of these precious gifts. In addition to this, the spiritual forces also 
pervade the area and the country where we live with good vibrations, with spiritual energy…. 
no matter the number of people who actually participate in the Centres. Even if a coordinator 
performs an abhishekam all on their own, it will certainly have a good effect.   
 
We should always keep in mind that the Centres and Groups are points of light in the world. 
By holding programmes as Swamiji taught us – for instance by performing an abhishekam – we 
contribute to the purification of the surrounding environment. The performance of abhishekam 
helps to remove impurities and replace them with good, higher vibrations. This is very 
important. It is a cleansing process. And what does the Earth need in this time of Kali Yuga? 
The Earth needs this purification, this cleansing. For so many years we human beings failed to 
respect Mother Earth, and now she is angry. She may well give the Earth and its inhabitants a 
good shaking. However, she is full of love and so generous. If we change our ways and give her 
respect and consideration, she will know it. She will always help and support us. We need to 
be very resolute and confident that by our small actions and practices we are doing good for 
the Earth and all beings. So, let us be steadfast and grounded, and let us all radiate divine light.  
 
The Sri Premananda Centres and Groups are like a spiritual web of light around the world. We 
should not forget that. 
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Some of us have also received personal Lingams. Many of us are doing spiritual practices like 
singing bhajans or meditation. Whatever practice we choose to do, we can also do it as a seva 
for others. We can dedicate our practices to the greater good, to the benefit of all beings, be 
that the mineral, plant, animal or human kingdom, it doesn’t matter. We can pray for or dedicate 
our practice to whatever we prefer. In a way, this will also help transform our bad qualities into 
good ones. Each one of us can do something, depending on our personal inclinations, but as 
Swamiji’s devotees, we should all definitely try to do something. Remember the many times he 
told us, “Don’t waste one single minute, human life is very rare and precious.”  
 
Swamiji always emphasized how important it is, especially for young people, to be in contact 
with spiritual persons, or spiritually inclined people. This is also a very important function of 
the Premananda Centres, Groups, and Youth Groups.  
 
The Premananda mission is like one big family. We are all unique and we all have some special 
ability. We might sometimes have misunderstandings and argue a bit, but finally we can always 
remember that we are part of the Premananda family. We are all Swamiji’s children; we all are 
in his heart. He loves us all. And this is very easy for him because he always sees the Divine in 
each of us, in everyone and in everything.  We feel that we should always keep trying to do as 
he did: to see the Divine within each being, to love all beings, to support one another, to have 
understanding for one another and to radiate prema and ananda throughout the world. This 
will definitely make Mother Earth happy!   
 
Swamiji is here with us, always. We are in his heart and we should always remember to also 
keep a place for him in our hearts.  He still has many things to give us! 
 

Jai Prema Shanti 
 

 
 
 

Dealing With the Animal Kingdom 
- A speech by an Ashram resident  

 
To begin with, I would like to tell a little story.... 
 
A couple of months ago I had just left the dharmasala and was putting on my sandals. For a brief 
moment I held one foot off the ground when suddenly a small lizard jumped from under my 
sandal and, hanging onto the side of my sandal, it looked at me. There was a total surrender of 
that tiny animal to what I was going to do next; any further movement could crush it or cause 
at least some kind of injury. Why did this animal behave like this; what was the meaning behind 
it? To me, this was a perfect reflection of our relationship, as humans, to the animal kingdom. 
  
In my mind, the animals are making it clear to us that we have come to a crossroads: we can 
choose a way that is detrimental for them and for us, or we can choose to change our ways 
and adopt a positive attitude. The animals look to us in surrender, and they accept our 
leadership. They harbor no harsh feelings against us, instead they stay positive and are ready to 
engage in a meaningful relationship.  
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Most people today, in this period in time, are not at all aware of the effect our attitude and 
actions have on the animal kingdom. Do we even notice our brother and sister beings on Earth? 
Do we really see them? Do we really see them as they are? Do we have any idea of what they 
are doing? Do we have any idea of their role on Earth?  Are we actually aware of what we are 
doing with the animals in captivity – our pets, the animals being raised for meat, and those being 
used for testing?  
 
The animals in the wild are faced with the combined effect of the pollution of the elements, the 
loss of habitat and their mass killing. They are at our mercy and, if we continue to go on as we 
have been doing, it will be a catastrophe for them. Our egotistical blindness has brought us to 
where we are now and we should immediately change our ways if we are to save whatever it 
is still possible to save. 
 
What is the teaching of Swamiji regarding the animal kingdom? 
 
Speaking about environmental issues, Swami 
pointed out that “human beings’ wrong 
policies, especially when it comes to 
pollution and environmental degradation, 
not only affect humanity badly, but also the 
animals and plants of this planet,” even 
though they carry no own responsibility for 
this. He said that, “human beings have to 
understand that it’s time to take action and 
to come to a common understanding to save 
the world and make way for a better world 
order.”  
 
Speaking of the ideas we have about animals, 
he said, “In today’s world people consider 
that all other beings have lives that are 
inferior to their own”. But, “All lives are 
equal and created by God. The real owner 
of all lives is God. So the duty of a human 
being is to let all animals live freely and not 
to disturb their natural way of living.” 
 
And he was very clear about vegetarianism. 
He taught us by his example and by giving us experiences. “Therefore I recommend and 
emphasize a vegetarian diet which makes the atma pure and helps you to receive God’s grace 
easily. All living beings should be respected equally.”  
 
Finally, he also spoke about our connection with Mother Earth: “Though Mother Earth is a very 
patient and tolerant planet, she too has her limitations. Mother Earth is now full of anger. You 
have destroyed her children. Many species are now extinct thanks to the selfishness of man.” 
He also went on to say that natural disasters are linked to our behaviour. Service to one’s 
brothers and sisters, and putting right the wrongs to the environment, prevent and reduce 
natural disasters. 
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This is, in short, the Dharma, the duty of humankind. 
 
Swamiji’s example and the practice in the Ashram 
 
Just as he did, Swamiji urged us to reduce our wants, to concentrate on the Divine and help 
the needy.  
 
Swamiji built his Ashram in a rural area and his wish was that it should have a rich biodiversity 
with many trees, plants and flowers. He told us to reuse plant material as food for the soil and 
plants. He wanted us to grow herbs and produce truly natural products. 
 
Swamiji was of course completely vegetarian and did not allow meat, fish or eggs to be eaten 
on Ashram premises. 
He could speak to the natural world and invited all kinds of birds to come to the Ashram, 
which has definitely happened.  
 
The animals 
 
Over the years the Ashram has developed an environment rich in biodiversity, where human 
aims and structures co-exist with natural developments. Biodiversity of animals depends upon 
the vegetation, the number of plant species, the pattern and structure of the vegetation or, in 
other words, the geographical and biological landscape.  This is what forms the animals’ natural 
habitat, so we should first briefly say something about this. 
 
Many cultivated trees, shrubs and flowers were planted alongside species that were, already 
long ago, well established here in Tamil Nadu and spread naturally. Although Swamiji’s and 
therefore the Ashram’s approach was to go organic – if not biodynamic – it is mainly because 
of the changing climate and growing concern about water depletion that people are becoming 
more and more aware that the soil is a living organism and, as such, essential for healthy 
vegetation.  
 
We need microorganisms to create food for the vegetation, and we can aid their growth by 
feeding these microorganisms, by creating shade, by watering, by keeping the soil covered with 
vegetation and by mulching as much as possible, without burning or ploughing. Animals help a 
lot in creating a suitable environment for the microorganisms (e.g. ants, termites, centipedes, 
millipedes, sow bugs, worms, rodents... these are the best known, but there are many others, 
equally important). Many animals use the soil during a part of their life cycle and in turn feed on 
these creatures, such as toads, lizards and birds.    
 
In the Ashram we give a lot of importance to composting and mulching, and to raising awareness 
of our dependence on a living soil and on the animals that help build good soil and so also help 
plants to grow. Animals are not just either useful or not useful, harmful or not harmful...or any 
other such likes or dislikes: they all work, each using their own skills, just as we have to do.  
 
As we walk along the roads in the Ashram we will still notice many other animals...they all make 
their own contribution, have their own lifestyle, their own needs. Some people will ask, “Of 
what use are flies, or mosquitos?”  Mainly they ask this about animals that are considered a 
nuisance or are in some way a hindrance. But we could just as well reply with another question:  
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“Of what use are we?”  And we could point to the fact is that we are a major nuisance and 
hindrance to their lives!  
 
Only by paying attention to the animals around us we will be able to learn more about them, 
and in many ways also learn about ourselves. If we have the willingness to do so, here in the 
Ashram we can take the time to enjoy and appreciate the biodiversity that is here at present.  
 
For example: so far we’ve been able to identify more than sixty different bird species in the 
Ashram. From the very start, we have felt Swamiji helping us, in amazing ways. Anyone who 
wants can experience the same kind of things, and any experience you would like to share 
would be welcome. 
 
I think that we need to clarify the attitude we have towards the natural world. Only clear 
guidance and clear examples in our daily life interactions will build a correct relationship with 
the natural world in general and the animal world in particular.  Swami has given us a great 
opportunity in that we can draw upon spiritual sources from both the East and the West.  
 
Finally, I want to again emphasize that it is not for us to decide what is needed for nature, for 
the Earth, for the natural balance, because this is something only the Divine knows. Therefore, 
good solutions for all these serious issues we are now facing can only come by attuning 
ourselves to the Divine Plan, the plan that takes everything into account, even our present 
limitations, and the plan that includes a way for the evolution of each and everyone in the world. 
Nature, Mother Earth, are in attunement with that Divine plan.  
 
In the Ashram Swamiji told us he could communicate with the natural world, even with 
individual trees, but that most people are not able to understand this. I feel that this kind of 
communication is not only wonderful or amazing but the fulfillment of our hope and destiny on 
Earth, to establish a real companionship with all our brothers and sister animals on Earth.  
 

In this Conference on Mother Earth: 
Let us consider the presence of the animals on Earth, their role, their meaning. 

Let us look to our duty as human beings in dealing with the animals, see what we can do and 
take appropriate action. 

Let us make a start at experiencing the wonder of a real companionship and cooperation with 
animals in our daily lives. 

Some of the panels about animal bio-diversity in the Ashram from the Bhumi Shakti exhibition 
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Bhajans and Lingam Blessings 
We gathered together in the temple to experience 
the joy and happiness that comes from singing 
bhajans, during which time there was also a blessing 
given with the first Lingam that had appeared at 
Mahashivaratri the year before. Singing bhajans with 
devotion is like a vocal meditation. It helps us to 
forget ourselves and connect more easily with the 
life that surrounds us and with the Divine. It sends 
out peace to the world and is therefore also a 
spiritual service to our Mother Earth.  
 

Cultural Evening Programme 
The second evening’s cultural performances were definitely enjoyable ones and, just as those 
of the first evening, all the performances in one way or the other focused on our connection 
to Mother Earth. 

          West African percussion by the Svaram Drummers from Auroville 

Left: Villupattu (an ancient form of musical story telling) by the Ashram children. They related 
how Swamiji transformed a dry desert-like land into a lush and green environment. 
Right:   A song about the ocean sung in French by some of the youngest Ashram children. 
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Musical performance by devotees 

 

 

 

Karagam (folk dance) by Ashram children 

 

Drama about Bhima and Hanuman by 
Belgian devotees. 

 

Audience enjoying the evening programme 
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Screenshots from a short video that was screened, about the negative effects of not 
respecting Mother Earth and what we can do to prevent polluting, created by the Ashram 

Premananda Youth group (https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCXr-eYkig2Bi6E2SOx4Ze-g) 

 
 
 

A Spiritual Ecology: Earth, Soul and Society 
Swami Premananda, An Initiator for our time 

- By Asutosh, Centre Coordinator, Dordogne 
 

 
 
It is by living according to the first Law, the Sanatana Dharma, which is by nature universal, 
eternal and immutable, that Swamiji embodied the emergence of a Spiritual Ecology. 
 
Swamiji too – just like the well-known ecological activist, Satish Kumar, whom the French 
actress, Marion Cotillard, writes about, and I quote – “connected what our society has 
fragmented wrongly. He showed us that the inner earth, the cradle of our soul, and the outer 
earth that carries us are intrinsically linked, and that this connection is indispensable to harmony 
and peace. That by taking care of ourselves, we take care of the beings and nature that surround 
us. That taking care of the Earth is an inspiration, a true message of love towards oneself." 
 

The Earth 
 
When Swamiji chose this place, here in Fathimanagar, to establish the Ashram, it was a desert-
like land. His love of nature, together with the support of his faithful devotees at the time, 
turned this land into a paradise for animals and plants as well as for the devotees. A place to 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCXr-eYkig2Bi6E2SOx4Ze-g
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meet the Divine through the beauty of the vegetation, the flowers and an incredible variety of 
birds.  
 
In many of his teachings, Swamiji leads us to develop and embody our spirituality through our 
respect for and the bonds we weave with Mother Earth. He points out to us that the elements 
are the embodiment of the Shakti, the Divine Mother.  
 
Some of the main religious holidays celebrated in the Ashram are related to Bhumi Devi: Pongal 
and Navaratri being the main examples. In other satsangs Swamiji invites us to practise gardening 
and cooking, emphasizing that it is good for us to consciously commit ourselves to these 
everyday tasks as training on the spiritual path. There was a time when he himself organized 
‘curry competitions’ with his followers. 
 
In Brussels, last November, our Ashram management head, related how Swamiji would use 
every task he gave the children as a teaching opportunity. She told us, for example, how, by 
asking them to peel and slice onions, he taught the children about the meaning of tears. 
 
Today, the community of Ashram residents understand that in order to cope with the drought   
that has now been ongoing for six years, it is a matter of urgency to change their agricultural 
practices so as to avoid desertification. 
 
Caring for the land, trees, wildlife and flora is the first pillar of this new ecological trinity, Earth, 
Soul and Society. In a concrete way, let us discuss how – as devotees, groups or centres – we 
can honour and support Bhumi Devi.  
 
 

The Soul (Atma) 
 
Another pillar of Spiritual Ecology is to care for the soul. This pillar was at the heart of Swamiji's 
life. He was repeatedly telling us how he had come to restore the link between our lives and 
the Divine within us. How many times did he not ask us the following questions: Why were 
you born? Will your life consist only of getting married, having children, having a good job and 
earning money? How long are you going to live, between 80 and a hundred years at most, what 
will you do with your time on this Earth?  
 
These questions which he repeated over and over again were addressed to the essence of our 
being. Taking care of our atma (soul) by singing bahjans, reading satsangs, giving service, chanting 
mantras, performing abhishekams, practising meditation,...all these are recommendations and 
guidelines that Swamiji gave us. We can perhaps take advantage of this moment to take stock 
of our practices and activities and to see how we can develop the practice or practices we tend 
to neglect? 
 

The Society 
 
This is the last pillar of the trinity. Here again, Swami Premananda set the example. As soon as 
he began with his mission at the age of 17 in Sri Lanka, he lost no time in taking in and concerning 
himself with the welfare of orphaned or destitute children, something he continued doing 
throughout his life, offering them a place to live surrounded by the beauty of nature and 
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providing them with a quality education that harmoniously blends the scholastic life with the 
spiritual. 
 
More than 300 children are housed, fed and receive care in addition to their education. In 
addition children from surrounding villages attend the school and are fed daily. The hospital 
provides free care to people from the surrounding villages.  Swami also took a very clear stand 
in the society in which he lived. In this regard, he entrusted women with responsibilities, giving 
them access to performing poojas and abhishekams, entrusting them with the management of 
the Ashram and appointing a woman as president of the Ashram. Because he saw the Divine in 
everyone, he did not discriminate based on caste, skin colour, social status, gender or age. He 
questioned the norm of Western society that has made money a main value. Devotees from all 
over the world came to him to receive his grace! 
 
In prison he took care of the prisoners who confided in him. He placed special emphasis on the 
youth, the future of humanity, and supported the creation of Youth Groups around the world 
to help enable our young people living in a sick society to find a space where they can value 
their talents and work for change. 
 
So how can we, as devotees, Centres or Groups, contribute to bringing the values dear to 
Swamiji’s heart to the fore? What actions could we take to this end? Swami Premananda 
neglected none of these pillars – Earth, Soul and Society. He helped support and acted on behalf 
of each of them to embody the advent of a Spiritual Ecology, simply by living according to 
Sanatana Dharma.  
 
It is up to us today to be a force of manifestation, an example of our humanity, so that a real 
Spiritual Ecology can come into being. 
 
Swamiji said in creating these conferences, "I started these international conferences as a 
universal service to humanity. The goal is to teach Sanatana Dharma and traditional Indian 
culture and to spread my teaching. You must feel that it is a great chance and a great opportunity 
to participate in my plan. It is a rare opportunity to gather and give service to the world and 
offer such spiritual assistance." 
 

Jai Prema Shanti 
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